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SHERO is an early-stage startup founded by Aastha Das, she has competed

against 50,000 students and come out on top! Aastha presented in San Francisco

this August in the Singularity Global Summit. Moved by child rapes and

molestation of women, SHERO is a wearable "fashionable" bracelet that acts as

security for women. It has a built-in low-voltage taser, GPS tracker and sends SOS

signals to guardians. SHERO also has an app which acts as a community and

resource centre for victims of abuse to find support, guidance and understanding.



SOLUTION STATEMENT

"With A SHERO Every WOMAN is a HERO"

SHERO provides women with safety and wellbeing. When a young girl and woman feel safe,
they gain their freedom back. When every woman feels free and secure, she is empowered to
work better and more productively. What follows is social empowerment of women, the
wellbeing of society and a much needed inclusive economic growth for a country that is
progressing in an exponential rate.
 

SHERO



SHERO is in the form of a bracelet which at just a click of a button, can
activate two of its key features simultaneously:-
 

 

The GPS modem which will  send an SOS
alert to the user’s emergency contact
number as well as the nearest police
station
 

It can shock the attacker to buy time for the user
to rescue herself. The amount of voltage used to
electrocute the attacker would be harmless
 



The most prominent feature of the app that provides a personalized
wellbeing and healing space for the assault victim. Since sexual
assault can take many different forms, it caters to  different
communities depending on the type of assault. Each of these
features has been meticulously designed with the help of trauma
therapist.
SheKnows components:-

Community Chat 
Private Counselling
Journal 
Self Care Tips and Tricks 
Mindullness session and Article



SHERO BRACELET: $40 (PER PIECE)

PRICING

Target Audience: Girls Living In
Delhi ( 6 years and Onwards )

SHERO APP: FREE OF COST



VALUE
PROPOSTION 

SHERO is the only product in the market which has both a
defence system (electric shock) and can send a GPS enabled
SOS alert at the time of a crisis 

DEFENCE SYSTEM

With the SHERO bracelet, one can secure her present and
with SheKnows a victim of abuse (regardless of the gender)
can heal from her past to embrace the future with positivity
and hope.

FOCUSES ON THE PAST, PRESENT
AND FUTURE OF EVERY USER 

SHERO's main priority is affordability  Hence, we have
kept SHERO bracelet's price as $40 whereas the app
could be used by anyone free of charge 

FEASIBILITY 



Time Consuming 
Does not ensure safety 
No GPS signal

Peper Spray 

Illegal in several countries 
Time Consuming 
Bulky
Expensive

Stun Gun 

Only GPS signal 
No defence system

Safer 

 
Wearable Technology 
Quick and Effective 
Shock is used under the legal allowance (is Non-Lethal) 
Send GPS enabled SOS alert 
Ensures Safety at all time
Quick and Effective 
Shock is used under the legal allowance (is Non-Lethal) 
Send GPS enabled SOS alert 
Ensures Safety at all time

SHERO

Competitive Analysis



It's the need of the hour. Moreover, it also
focuses on the past, present and future of
every user

STRENGTH

We are looking for investors and mentors
who can help us to make SHERO a reality 

OPPURTUNITY 

Funds and Investments

WEAKNESS

Time Line

THREAT

SWOT 



(Currently) SHERO is at
Prototyping and Designing

Stage. 

Phase 1

Execution of Strategy
ROAD MAP

Partnering with Passionate
ENGOs and MNCS

Phase 2

Building and Infrastructure and
HR. Then launching SHERO in

the market 

Phase 3



SHERO competed against
55,000 participants and won the

Global Innovation challenge
2019 

Global Innovation
Challenge

Milestones 
FROM APRIL 2018-AUGUST 2019

Our CEO pitched SHERO at the
Singularity Global Summit held

in San Fransisco 

Singularity Global
Summit 

SHERO has been interviewed
and published in several news

paper articles such as th Khaleej
Times.

Interviews and News
Papers 



In5 hosted its Tech for Good
Challenge for startups solving

the world’s health, social or
environmental challenges. Out

of 70 applicants SHERO made it
to top 5 start ups 

In5 Tech For Good 

Milestones 
IN OCTOBER 2019

Out of 800 startups SHERO won
the Best Gen Z Startup Award

along with $10,000

Supernova Challenge

On November 8th SHERO would
be competing against 30

international start-ups  in the
Vested Summit in Egypt.

Vested Summit 



Who We Are

Aastha Das

CEO and Founder

Sheetal Joshi

COO and Co-Founder

Anil Das

CMO and Co-Founder



Aastha Das
CEO OF SHERO

Aastha Das is a young passionate entrepreneur and a tech-savvy innovator.
She has been described as creative, techno-optimist,  a great leader, an
amazing key-note speaker, a promoter of innovation, creativity, and
generation and gender equality.
 She has won many laurels in several inter-schools competitions. Aastha is
the founder and CEO at SHERO. Since 2015, Aastha has been aggressively
finding solutions to provide girls with a safe and secure future.
 As a global citizen, Aastha has always been working towards the greater good
theory. She has actively been finding sustainable solutions for the betterment
of mind kind.



Anil Das
CMO OF SHERO

Anil Das has a rich experience of 23 years across various industries of FMCG ,
Telecom and Real estate . Anil has worked  globe at senior management roles.
Anil has worked in all Blue chip companies like Unilever , Dabur India ,  Airtel
, idea cellular ,Reliance communications , TATA cellular , Godrej Properties ,
TATA housing , Damac properties and sobha realty.
Anil has held senior management positions across sales , marketing ,
Customer care and brain behind launch of new business and setting up
companies across the globe.



Let's get social!
CONTACT US

Website 
https://dasaastha05.wixsite.com/aasthadas

Mobile
+971504330893

Email
das.aasth05@gmail.com

Instagram
@shero.101

Twitter
@aasthadas0510


